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L X X I I .  Recoil Atom.~ in _ronized Air. B.,/ ALoIs F. KovaR~r~, 
Ph.D.,  As.,ista.nt Professor of Physics, University of 
Minnesota *. 

W H E N  a radioactive emanation disintegrates, the atom 
of th~ newly formed substance may be drawn to a 

negatively charged electrode. This was investigated by 
Rutherford and others. RutherEordt  also measured the 
velocity in air of the atoms formed from radium emanation 
and from thorium emanation, and found these to be the 
same as the velocity of the positive ion in air. Schmidt :~ has 
shown that the Ra A atom behaves like a positive ion in air. 
The recoil experiments el Hahn and Meitner w show that the 
atoms formed after the disintegration of other radioactive 
substances are also drawn to the negative electrode in an 
electric rid& Franck ]1 using the recoil atoms, thorium D, 
showed that their velocity in an electric field was the same 
as that of the positive ion in the corresponding gas. I t  
therefore appears that the recoil atoms of all disintegrating 
radioactive atoms behave like positive ions in the same gas. 
A theory attempting to explain these results has been put 
forth by Welliseh �82 

The present experiments were undertaken prindpal ly to 
ascertain if the recoil atoms could be collected on a negatively 
charged electrode when the air between the plates of the field 
was strongly ionized. From the experiments referred to 
above, one would anticipate that the number ot~ atoms drawn 
to the negative electrode through ionized air would diminish 
with the intensity of the ionization on account of the neutrali- 
zation of the charge of the atoms with the negative ions of 
the air. The results of these experiments confirm this idea. 
Wellisch and Bronson**, however, in some of their recently 
published experiments, come to the conclusion that the effec~ 
of the RSntgen rays passing through a gas in which the recoil 
atoms, Ra A, were collected was appreciable only when the 
activity and ionization were far from saturation. 

An investigation was also made showing that the number 
of recoil atoms drawn to the negative electrode increased as 
the potenti~,l difference between the pla~es was increased, the 
distance remaining c o n s t a n t ; a n d  also, that  the number 

* Communieated by Prof. E. Rtltherford, F.R.S. 
"]" Rutherford, Phil. Mat. v. p. 95 (1903). 
:t Schmidt~ Phys. Zeit. ix. p. 184 (1908). 
w Hahn and Meitner, Verh. 1-). Pl~.gs. Ges. xi. (8) p. 55 (1909). 
II a. Framck, Verb. D. Phys. Ges. xi. (19) p. 397 (1909). 

Wellisch, Vet. D._Phys. Ges. xiii. p. 159 (1911). 
** Wellisch and Bvonson, Phil. Mat. xxiii, p. 714 (1912). 
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Recoil Atoms in [o~dzed Air. 723 

increased as the distance was decreased, the potential 
difference being constant. In these experiments no external 
ionizing agent was employed. Recoil experiments were also 
made using plates of different polish for the active deposit 
plates from which the recoil atoms were ejected. The 
number of recoil atoms collected on a negatively charged 
electrode was greater from the surfaces of higher polish. 

These experiments were carried out two years ago in 
Professor Rutherford's laboratory. I t  was the hope of the 
writer io continue them, but alter leaving ~England it was 
found impossible to do so at once. Since work in this par- 
tieular field is at present attracting other investigators, it wvs 
decided to publish the results obtained in these preliminary 
experinlents. 

Experimental _Method. 
The experiments consisted in collecting actinium D by recoil 

from the actinium active deposit. The air through which 
the recoil atoms had to pass was ionized by the a-particles 
from radium emanation and its products en~.losed in a glass 
tube whose walls were thin enough to permit the a-particles 
to pass through. 

Two metal plates, large enough to ensure a uniform field 
at the centre, were held apart by an ebonite plate having a 
circular hole through the centre. The size of the hole was 
the same for all the distances used. The lower of the two 
plates was exposed to actinimn emanation, so that the area of 
the active deposit was considerably smaller than tile opening 
in the ebonite. In the recoil experiments the lower plate 
was charged positively, while the upper plate, which served 
to collect the recoil atoms, was charged negatively. The 
exposure to the actinium emanation was at ]east five hours 
with a potential difference of about 200 volts. In order 
to be certain that the amount of the active deposit was the 
same in all the experiments, the a-radiations and the fl- 
radiations were measured at convenient times and their 
x, alues reduced to the time of removal from the emanation. 
These values, respectively, did not vary more than 8 per cent. 
for the different experiments. I t  was found necessarv to 
use the same plate on which to collect the active det)osi't iu 
all the experiments. 

The time for the exposure in the recoil experiments was 
twelve minutes, starting immediately after removing the 
plate with the active deposit from the emanation. The plate 
with the actinium D obtained by recoil was then placed in a 
definite position under a fl-ray electroscope, and a decay 
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724 ProL A. F. Kovarik on 

curve was taken for the actinium D. The sensitiveness of 
the electroscope was checked in each experiment by means 
of the fl-rays from a uranium oxide standard. The ratio 
of the activity of actinium D at zero time divided by the 
activity of the standard, gave the measure of the nmnber of 
recoil atoms collected on the negative plate. 

In  the experiments with the ionized air in the field, a small 
glass a-ray tube containing radium emanation in equilibrium 
with the active deposit was fixed in a definite and permanent 
position between the plates. The average range of the 
a-particles in the air outside the tube was about 3 cm., and 
this was sufficient to traverse all the air between the plates. 

Actinium D drawn through Ionized Air .  
In  these experiments measurements w~re made from time 

to time as the radium emanation in the a-ray tube decayed. 
The strength of the emanation was a measure of the ionization 
between the plates. Two series of measurements were made 
and were found to be in good agreement. The one in which the 
original amount of the radium emanation used was the greater 
is given in this paper. The initial amount  of emanation in 
this case was 10 miilicuries. The distance between the plates 
was 12"3 mm. The potential difference between the plates 
was 115 volts, which was sufficient to produce an approximate 
saturation of the current  due to the radiations from the active 
deposit. Table I. gives the results of the experiments. The 

TABLE I .  

Relative amount of Actinium D by recoil. 
Emanation. 

1.00"0 
94"2 
80"5 
55"3 
46'5 
40-4 
26"3 
16"1 
13'0 
11"5 
9"6 
7"5 
5"2 
3"7 
2"2 
1'8 
1 "27 
0'65 

No emanation. 

12 
12 
16 
17 
22 
24 
29 
30 
31 
35 
34 
42 
51 
63 
66 
77 
81 
86 

100 
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Recoil Atoms in Ionized Air. 725 

s~rength of the emanation--which served as a measure of the 
ionization--is taken as 100 for the first experiment, and 
the subsequent values were calculated from the decay of the 
emanation. These values were, however, checked occasionally 
by comparing the ~/-radiation with that from a radimn standard. 
The number of actinium D atoms on lhe plale: as measured by 
the/~ radiation from the atoms disintegrating, was taken as 
100 when the a-ray tube contained no emanation. 

It will be noticed that as the ionization decreases the 
relative number of actinium D atoms drawn to the negative 
plate through the ionized air increases. 

When no external ionizing agent was used, the a-particles 
from the actinium active deposit (about 2• 10 s per see.) 
produce some ionization. Besides this ionization there is also 
a considerable ionization produced by the recoil atoms 
themselves s. When this ionization was increased by means 
of a weak polonimn plate (105 a-partlcies per sec.), no per- 
ceptible decrease in the amount of actinium D collected was 
noticed. The l0 miliicuries of radium emanation produced 
about 10 ~ ions per second in the air between the plates. 

When the potential difference was changed (the air 
being strongly ionized), an increase was accompanied by an 
increase m the amount of actinium D collected, while a 
decrease produced a decrease in the amount of actinium D. 
:It is quite evident that with a very high potential difference 
the time for the ions and also for the recoil atoms to cross 
the field is small and, no doubt, the path more rectilinear. 
Hence the chance of recombination is smaller. 

Changes of Potential Difference and of _Distance 
between the Plates. 

Experiments were also carried ou~ by changing the 
potential difference between the plates keeping the distance 
constant, and by changing the distance keeping the potential 
difference constant. In these experiments no external 
ionizing agent was employed. The results are given in 
Table II .  (p. 726). 

The results obtained are in good accord with the view that 
the recoil atoms lose their charge by recombination like 
positive ions. With no potential difference the actinium D 
collected is no doubt due to diffusion. When the distance 
between the plates was 12"3 ram., only a trace of actinium D 

* Wertenste[n, Ze _Radium, ix. I 3. 6 (1912). 

Phil. M(,g. S. 6. Vol. 24. No. 143. Nov. 1912. 3 B 
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726 Prof.  A. F. Kowu'ik on 

TABLE I I .  

Distance 12"3 mm. Potential Difference 115 volts. 

P.D. in volts. Actinium D Distance Actinium D 
by recoil, in mm. by recoil. 

0 
10 
13"5 
20 
30 
50"5 
70 

110 
207 

trace 
4"9 

13"8 
34"1 
55"6 
74"5 
85"5 
87'0 

100"0 

0"2 
63  

11-5 
12"3 
160 
22-5 
32'0 

100'0 
91'2 
86 '2 
80-5 
74"2 
43"5 
11"1 

was observed, while with a distance of only 0"2 mm.  the 
amount  was readily measured, and was about 3 per cent. 
of that  obtained with a s trong field. Wi th  a distance of 
0"2 mm. two volts produced approximate  saturation. 

E~ect of the Surface of the Plate used for tl~e 
Active I)eposit. 

I t  was noticed during the progress of these experiments 
that  the same amount of actinium D by recoil was not 
obtained when the active deposit ~as  collected on different 
pJates. This was found to be dllc to the surface of" the plate. 
Wertenstein* has recorded a similar observation. The figures 
in Table I I I .  will show the importance of the " pol i sh"  of 
the surface. 

TABLE l I I .  

Plate. Actinium C by recoil. 

100 

92 

78 

62 

The plate No. 1 was smooth tinfoil on glass. I t  gave the 
best results. Plate  4 was a copper plate roughened by means 
of emery-paper .  Plate 3 was a smooth copper plate, and 
plate 2 was No. 3 polished to some extent  by means of 
rouge. 

* L. Wertenste in ,  Le Radium, vii. p. 288 (1910). 
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Recoil Atoms i~, loMzed Air .  7"-)7 

The following explanation of this phenomenon seems 
probable. The distance that the atoms recoil in air is only 
a small fraction of a millimetro at atmospheric pressure. 
Since the path is equally probable in all directions, many of 
the atoms are projected along or close to the surface of the 
p la te ;  and if tile plate has any projections, however small, 
some atoms will strike them and either lose their charge 
or adhere to the plate, so that they fail to be drawn to the 
negative plate. With smooth plates fewer atoms are so 
obstructed in their path. 

Under tim most favourable conditions in air at atmospheric 
pressure, the amount of actinium D obtained by recoil was 
less than one-h~d[ of the theoretical maximum deduced from 
the/9-ray  measurements of the active deposit. The distance 
between the plates was 0"-, 9 mm., and the potential difference 
was 1000 volts. Exposure for the recoil was 30 minutes. The 
value of the/3-radiation from the actinium D collected by 
recoil was reduced to the time of the removal o~ the plate from 
the fiehl. About a halt-hour later the /3-radiation from the 
active deposit was measured, and its value was reduced to 
the same time. The relation of the/3-ray activities of the 
actinium D obtained by recoil to that in the active deposit 
was 23 per ceut. Since only one-half of the atoms recoil 
into the air above the plate, the maximmn amount expected 
would be 50 per cent. Hahnand  Meitner (lee. cir.) obtained 
a somewhat higher ratio, and Wertensteiu (lee. clt.) working 
on RaB obtained practically the whole amount to be expected 
theoretically. I t  seems very unlikely that this low value is 
due entirely to the impor[ect surface of the plate used for 
active deposit, and to the neutralization of the charge of the 
atoms in the gas ionized by the radiations from the active 
deposit and the recoil atoms. 

From a large number of decay curves taken during these 
experiments, the half-period * of actinium D was found to be 
4"71 minutes "['. 

In  conclusion I wish to express my thanks to Professor 
Rutherford  for his interest in the experiments and for 
supplying me with the necessary radioactive materials. 

Physical Laboratories, 
The Victoria University, 

Manchester, England. 

�9 Alois F. Kovarik, Phys. ZS. xii. p. 83 (1911). 
t Some experiments on the recoil atoms, thorium D, were also carried 

out. The mean value obtained for its half-period is 3 07 minutes, which 
is practically the value found by v. Lerch. 

3 B 2  
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